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Basher Basics: Grammar created and illustrated by Simon Basher, Written by Mary Budzik:It used

to be that learning grammar was one of the most boring exercises ever, but not anymore! Using his

trademark personality-based approach, Basher illustrates each grammar basic - from parts of

speech to sentence components to groupings and agreements - with its own character, who

explains exactly what makes them tick and how they are used. Plenty of practical advice will help

everyone unravel the rules and regulations of the English language. The book's cutting edge design

and innovative approach will make it perfect reference for linguists of all ages who struggle to

remember the difference between a preposition and pronoun.
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Age Range: 8 - 12 years

Grade Level: 3 - 7

My 4th grader loved these books...but so did my 6th grader and a friend who is in high school. Even

the college kid from next door thought they were a great idea. These books are genius way of

explaining more difficult concepts easily, they help the student to remember them easily because of

these cute n silly pictures. Some come with posters, just depends which book, I guess. Some of the

books in this series are longer, (much longer), than others. This one is shorter but had I poster.



we found our 1st Basher book in Ho Chi Minh City airport 2 years ago & bought it for our son to take

on holiday. Boy, he loved it so much we have bought almost every other book ever written in the

series because not only does he love them, but also his little sister! They are now 8 & 10 years old

and have so much fun while they learn...we thoroughly recommend all of these great little books.

My son has nearly all of the Basher books and enjoyed thisone as well. The information is

introduced in a fun mannerusing great kid friendly graphics with a touch of humor.Home run!!

Love this books. I have purchase so many. I like to keep them in the car for my kids to read. I like

them so much that I gave some to a reading teacher. She told me that her students love them

especially the poster.

My son absolutely loves the Basher series! The graphics are very eye-catching and appealing and

he really loves reading these and using them for reference material.

He loves all of the Basher Basics books! This one even I can understand! Thanks for creating a

series for all of those brainy little 8 year olds!

This book is organized well and fun for students. Some of the passages seem long and have trouble

holding students' attention. The characters are creative. It is a good supplemental resource when

teaching grammar or learning it yourself.

Excellent book. Really breaks grammer down! Love the fact the author doesn't assume you know

anything about this subject. Very helpful.
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